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SETTING THE WORLD ON FIRE 

On the night of July 18, 64 AD, the city of Rome was set ablaze by a great fire which completely 

destroyed large portions of the city. Rumors began to circulate that the Emperor Nero may have 

been responsible. Some alleged that “Nero fiddled, while Rome burned.” Desperate to clear his 

name, Nero laid the blame on an obscure and generally despised religious sect. Tacitus (a Roman 

historian from the first century) records the following: “to get rid of the report, Nero fastened the 

guilt and inflicted the most exquisite tortures on a class hated for their abominations, called 

Christians by the populace…an immense multitude was convicted, not so much of the crime of 

firing the city, as of hatred against mankind.” (Annals XV)  

From 64-68 AD, just over 30 years after the resurrection of Christ, the early church experienced 

the very first (but by no means last) imperially supervised persecution. During this time, Nero 

sent tens of thousands of Christians to their deaths, many by crucifixion (like Peter) and 

beheading (like Paul). Others he burned at the stake or fed to wild beasts.  

CHRISTIANS WERE AN EASY TARGET 

It made perfect political sense for Nero to scapegoat the Christians. For they were horribly 

misunderstood and despised by the Romans. They were mocked as stupid for worshipping a 

crucified Savior. Paul stated that the “cross was foolishness to the Gentiles” (1 Corinthians 1:23), 

and archaeology confirmed this by graffiti like the following discovered in 1857:  

 

If you can’t make it out, this is a drawing of a man raising his hand in worship to another man on 

a cross with an ass’s head. The inscription is translated: “Alexamenos worships [his] god”  

Christians were also depicted as depraved and dangerous. They were accused of incest and 

cannibalism in their worship. What else could a Roman possibly conclude when these “brothers 

and sisters” gathered together for their “love feasts” in order to “eat flesh and drink blood”?  

They were also faulted for being horribly anti-social and intolerant, for they refused to recognize 

any of the Roman gods or participate in their festivals. Thus, they were dubbed the “atheists”.  
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CHRISTIANITY EXPLODED ACROSS THE EMPIRE 

And yet, amidst all this opposition, the Church and the Gospel not only survived, but thrived. 

Without any political clout or public relations firms to do their bidding, with little wealth and a 

lot of weakness, without even the internet or any kind of modern media, Christianity steadily 

won the hearts and minds of the civilized world. By the year 100 AD, there were over 1 million 

believers across the Roman Empire (as opposed to only 120 disciples in Jerusalem just 70 years 

prior).  

How was this possible?  In his book “Evangelism and the Early Church”, Michael Bennett gives 

us some insight into their mindset versus that of our own today:  

 “The first Christians were…like the Marquis of the Second World War, secret groups of 

men who would stop at nothing in order to bring the final day of victory nearer. But our 

Western churches show little of that spirit. They prefer to see themselves as a hospital rather 

than an army. Yet this almost military vision, commitment and sacrifice is a major 

characteristic of the overflowing churches in Africa, Asia and Latin America today.” (p. 18) 

We have much to learn from our forefathers. You may have sensed that we seem to be returning 

to this Anti-Christian era. America was once a “Christian” nation. Public schools began each day 

with prayer, churches were overflowing, and pastors were esteemed leaders in the community. 

But that time is long gone. The silent majority no longer exists, and we have fewer and fewer 

friends in the public square. Our values are increasingly ridiculed, undermined and even attacked 

by TV, movies, media-outlets, schools and universities.  

We have not experienced much persecution, but what if we did? What if everyone hated us, 

slandered us and mocked our Christ? What if our government began to hunt us down and 

imprison us as “haters of mankind?” What if our neighbors called us stupid, anti-intellectual, 

anti-social intolerant and depraved bigots? What should we do? Should we wring our hands in 

anguish, hide our heads in shame and pine for the glory days?  Or perhaps we should we take our 

cue from the first disciples, who did not pray for a more favorable climate, but rather for power 

to “speak the Word with all boldness” (Acts 4:29). 

It’s time for a change. After all, what has been the result of all the “friendliness” of American 

culture? Has it not been an overabundance of false teachers, abusive ministries and sleepy 

churches in slow decline?  Cultural hostility may very well be what the Doctor ordered. So, let us 

wake up and embrace the challenge.  Let us remember that we are, and always have been, in a 

war (not against people, but against the powers, ideas and idolatries of this dark age – See 

Ephesians 6:10-20). Let us also remember that the weapons that God has given us in the Gospel 

of our crucified and risen Savior and in prayer and in our love for one another are 

powerful…accomplishing everything that He intends (Isaiah 55:10-11).  

And seriously, would it be such a bad thing if the Christians were once again blamed for setting 

the world on fire?  
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